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[00:00:00] Coffee with Kaizen number 32. The nature of a community. Comuni...

why is it so hard to say that word, bro? Community. Community. Jesus. Community,

I should say like a Brit1. Community. Anyway, what's up, my friend? This is Coffee

with Kaizen number 32. I'm your host, Tony Kaizen. In this episode, I want to talk to

you about the nature of a community. Got it that time. Let's do it.

[00:00:35] All right. I've been listening to a lot of podcasts about running a

membership business and how one of the most valuable parts of a

community-based membership is the community itself. Like in the case of the Life

in English community, of course, the podcast, the transcripts, and vocabulary

guides are valuable to anyone trying to learn more English. But the community of

real people who want to have real conversations is the most important part. All the

content in the world just isn't very valuable if you're not going to put it into practice.

Right?

[00:01:10] One thing I've learned since I started this community is that getting a

community of strangers to engage2 with each other is a lot harder than one might

think. Because you can't force an interaction. You can't force energy. You can't force

a friendship. You can't force connection, right? So it can be a real challenge to try to

2 participate or become involved in

1 British people
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incentivize3, incentivize people to do what we all know they want to do, but maybe

don't know how to do. I'll be honest, in the beginning, I was getting discouraged4 by

the fact that a large part of the community wasn't interacting on Discord at all. I

thought to myself that maybe I wasn't doing enough to create an environment in

which people wanted to interact and participate in discussions. Or maybe I was just

doing it in the wrong way, you know?

[00:01:56] But I was listening to this podcast episode about something called the

90/9/1 principle. This principle states that in any given community, only about 1% of

the members will be what they call "power users". In other words, only 1% of the

community will be the type of people who are always active, always starting

conversations, always asking questions, and engaging with the community. Now,

about 9% of the community will be the type of people who are moderately5 active.

They might engage with the community a few times a week. You know? They might

not start conversations, but they will participate if someone else starts a

conversation.

[00:02:36] And that leaves us with the remaining 90% of the community, and we can

call this group of people "the lurkers". And you might be asking yourself, what the

fuck is a lurker? Well, a lurker is someone who lurks, and to lurk in the literal sense

5 something that is average or within reasonable limits

4 having lost your confidence or enthusiasm for something

3 motivate or encourage someone to do something
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means to be or remain6 hidden7 so as to wait in ambush8 for someone or

something. And maybe that doesn't make much sense. So let me give you an

example. Think of a lion stalking its prey9, a gazelle, or something like that. The lion

might wait and hide behind some bushes or in some tall grass, just observing and

waiting for the perfect moment to attack its prey. We call that lurking. So the lion is

lurking in the tall grass hidden from the gazelles, you know, field of view. And just

waiting for that perfect moment, just observing. He's lurking. Okay? And many

animals and people will lurk in the shadows just waiting to attack, right? Now, but in

the context of an online forum or community or something like that, lurking means

to read the postings in an internet forum without actively contributing.

[00:03:49] So basically, let's think about the Discord server. A lurker is somebody

who's online quite a bit, but they're just reading all the messages that everyone else

is sending. They never send their own messages or interact with anyone. They're

just kind of… Not necessarily hidden. But you get the idea. They're there, but we

can't see them. We don't know that they're actually there and they're just lurking.

And for better or for worse, that's just usually about 90% of any given community.

Lurkers. Some people are shy or lack of10 confidence to speak up in a conversation.

10 the state of being without or not having enough of something

9 an animal that is hunted and killed for food by another animal

8 to attack someone by surprise from a hidden place

7 kept out of sight; difficult to see or find

6 to stay in the same place or in the same condition
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Other people are content11 just reading or listening to a conversation in silence

because they still learn so much from other people's interactions, and maybe one

day they'll decide to join a conversation. But they're fine just observing for now. And

regardless12 of the reasons, the fact of the matter13 is that there will always be a

large part of any community who simply don't interact with the community.

[00:04:47] Now, you might be wondering why I'm even telling you this. Well, it's

because you're a member of this community and we're both learning and growing

together. So whenever I learn something interesting and useful to know, I like to

share it with you. And maybe you notice that only a small part of the community is

regularly active and you had the same question as me. Why would somebody pay

to be part of something and then not take part in that thing? And now you should

have your answer. It's just the nature of a community.

[00:05:14] And when you think about a pro basketball team or a pro soccer team,

it's the same thing. You have a percentage of people who are super fans. They go to

every game, no matter how far it is from home. They buy the new jerseys14 every

year. They paint their faces on game day. They're always talking about their team.

Then you got people who are just fans. Normal fans. But they're not going to go out

of their way to watch every game or go to every game. They're not going to buy a

14 a shirt worn by a member of a sports team as part of a uniform

13 the truth

12 despite; without considering something

11 state of being satisfied; not wanting more or anything else
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new jersey every single year. You know? They want to see their team win, but their

day won't be ruined if the team loses. You see what I'm saying?

[00:05:50] And finally, you got the rest. The ones that consider themselves fans, but

they don't really know what's happening with the team on a day-to-day basis. They

don't know about the new coaches or players joining the team. They don't own any

jerseys or go to any games, but they still have love for this particular team. That's

just the way it is. So bringing your attention back to the Life in English community,

just understand that there will always be people who join with good intentions but

simply don't interact with us very much, and that's okay. Some people just need

more time than others to find the motivation to step outside their comfort zones

and engage with people.

[00:06:26] So don't be confused by the fact that a lot of people will never get on

Discord to interact or contribute to conversations. It's completely normal. And

that's why my main focus right now, aside from making more interesting podcast

episodes and learning materials, is creating a welcoming, relaxed environment15

that people are happy to be a part of. Because there will always be people who end

up leaving the community. That's normal. But whenever they leave, I want it to be

for personal reasons and not because something was missing from the community

experience. You know what I'm saying?

15 the surroundings or conditions in which a person lives or operates
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[00:06:55] And speaking of members, I'm also learning more about how to attract

the right type of people to the community because the community is only as good

as its members. Right? So naturally, as the community grows, that 1% group of

power users is going to grow as well. And that means we'll have more people who

are interacting on a regular basis and that makes the community better for

everyone. So if that's something you'd like to see happening, then I encourage you

to do your part and be that 1% of power users, man. Be the type of member that

you'd like to see in the community. Start conversations. Teach us about your

culture. Ask questions. Share the things that you've learned this week. All these

things can make the community richer, more engaging, more valuable, and more

fun to be a part of. You know?

[00:07:42] So if you're still with me at this point in the episode, I'd like to take the

time to thank you for your time and attention and also for being part of this

community, man. We're in the early stages16 of this project and that means that

you joined at a time in which things are still developing. And not everyone is cool

with investing in a work in progress, right? Some people just want the finished

product, all polished17 and ready to go. But you've invested in your education, this

community, and in me. So I'd like to take every opportunity I have to thank you for

that. But that's it for this episode, man. This is Coffee with Kaizen number 32 in the

books. I'll talk to you later. Peace!

17 without error or flaw; finished

16 a period of development
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[END OF EPISODE]
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Key vocabulary

Brit: British people

Engage: participate or become involved in

Incentivize: motivate or encourage someone to do something

Discouraged: having lost your confidence or enthusiasm for something

Moderately: something that is average or within reasonable limits

Remain: to stay in the same place or in the same condition

Hidden: kept out of sight; difficult to see or find

Ambush: to attack someone by surprise from a hidden place

Prey: an animal that is hunted and killed for food by another animal

Lack of: the state of being without or not having enough of something
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Content: state of being satisfied; not wanting more or anything else

Regardless: despite; without considering something

The fact of the matter: the truth

Jerseys: a shirt worn by a member of a sports team as part of a uniform

Environment: the surroundings or conditions in which a person lives or operates

Stages: a period of development

Polished: without error or flaw; finished
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